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About This Game

About

Love or Loved is a massive multiplayer 3D Shooting and Fighting Arena game. Its a addictive multiplayer game with mixed
elements from Battle Royale and IO games.

"Love or Loved - A Bullet For My Valentine" is the first phase of the game, specially themed to Valentines Day, including
characters, weapons, game modes, etc.

"Love or Loved - A Bullet For My Valentine" will have unique Game Mode Events during the Valentines Week (7-14th Feb),
after which the gameplay and the world will be expanded to cover more maps, story, weapons and match the theme of a

Shooting and Brawling Arena game.

Features

-Anime-style characters with interesting maps
-Shooting and Meele Arena Game with fast paced action
-Single Player and Multiplayer (with Dedicated Servers)

-Multiple Characters and Maps to play
-Game Modes: FreeForAll

-Dedicated Servers, right from the get go

-NOT PAY-2-WIN
-NO LAG (multiple region dedicated servers)
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-ACTUAL WORKING BOTS/AI (Server can fill empty player spots with bots till more players join, so you don't have to play
alone :)

------------------------------------

Upcoming Features

-Interactive Maps
-More GameModes: Team DeathMatch, Survival, Zombie Defense, Last Man Standing

-COOP and Party Mode (Multiplayer)
-Cross-Platform support

-Server-based Event System (Boss Battles, traps, etc. like MMORPGs)
-Story Mode Invasions with Themed Expansion Packs

-Max/OSX and Linux versions

---------------------

Controls

-WASD to move
-R to reload

-Left Mouse Button to shoot
-Right click to Zoom/Aim

-Tab or 1-2-3 to cycle through weapons
-Space to Jump

-Shift/Ctrl to Dash
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Developer:
GamerzDan
Publisher:
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love or loved a bullet for my valentine

Instant classic! So much thought and passion packed into this brilliant work of art! We will probably remember this game for
years on end.. A very unforgiving game.. one mistake leads to ten more mistakes..part of the reason whe people love it!

"You have sold me\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you little bastard! Smell \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665!"

. This is really dull.. Hmm. A simple and short platformer. It's quite easy, and there's nothing really special about it.
A little timewaster, it's quite worth it.. I really love this game. I remember it as one of my first games ever, but sadly back then
the CD broke. Happy to see it back on steam and if you see it on sale (like it is right now), get it.. Sadly I can't recommend this
game.
Its possible to finish but you will have to save every now and then!
I have 15 hours with like 7~10 crashes!!
And do not I repeat do not use the continue option whether its from a checkpoint or not.
always use "load game". A bit confusing at first but I got the hang of it.. Fun game up until the last section. You actually have to
be a good gamer with awesome twitch gaming skillz to finish the game. And lets just say the reason I'm playing a sports
manager game isn't because I have awesome twitch gaming skills. The worst part is, unless you win, you're stuck in the game
just trying (and failing) over and over again. I had to use the task manager to force quit the game. If you're clumsy and slow like
me, stay away from this one. It hurts me right in the OCD that I played through the whole thing and couldn't finish.. Just play
the first one. Any strategy you find here is going to get nerfed.

 A lot more grindy for anything in the game, any fun you have in endless mode is more fun and rewarding in the original instead
of having a feeling “great can’t do that ever again.” Every time they announce a patch.

Added a few new traps, but most are underpowered or too limited compared to the original games ones.

Just go play the original. I’d give this one a 6/10 above average. But not nearly as special as the first one.. Short, free, well-
drawn, and has a good choice of music for scene. If you want a quick story hit it up. With multiple endings to figure out it's
worth poking.. \udb40\udc21
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Has great potential. My two biggest complaints are:

1) game needs to be optimized more. I'm running GTX 1070 and a solid system to back it up and any more than 1 person
playing on the TV and the game starts to stutter real bad which causes nausea.

2) sneaking around is too easy. My suggestion is to control the difference between running and walking based on how far the
joystick is pressed. As it is now, running is an entirely separate button which makes it too easy to NOT run and therefore, blend
in. If it's more based on how much the joystick is pressed it becomes a bit more of a game of patience and skill. The player
would have to consciously not press the joystick further than a walking speed in order to blend in more which coupled with the
nervousness of blending in, actually could make sneaking a little more stressful in a good way.

I really hope this game reaches its true potential because it can be great fun. But it looks like they've only updated it once in the
past 2 months so that concerns me.. Cons: costs 2.5 euro

Pros: You get to smash enemies with little girl, dressed as a teddy bear. Plus, you shoot hearts. And you hit with rainbow. It's all
you ever wanted.. Adorable. And how many games go for a ZX Spectrum look? Adorable!. Ur a green fox, then a pink fox with
a gun, and then idk whats next im stuck on a level. Ressourceless island, almost no mines, no oil, no good farming conditions.

The supercomputer doesn't bring that much research point in the end. You'll just have to spam observatories and win.

Alternatively, i completed the mission in a few dozen minutes by stealing Peace Atoms to jump in Modern Time, then shortly
again won Future Materials which... succeded the mission.

Doenst worth it.. I expected Evelyn and Emily to ditch me for each other.

10\/10 Girlfriend simulator.. I tried that just for the fun without any expectations and have to say it was great fun. I would love
to see it in my school !. Honestly, when I got this I thought it was going to be a much better game than it is. I get the feeling that
the devs are trying to make a game the way they're "supposed to" rather than trying to make the game they want to see.. I have
played a lot of games but this is the most horrible,crap horror game i have ever paid for.....DO NOT buy it!!! avoid it at all
costs! i cant even understand how this crap title managed to get into steam.. jesus -1\/10
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